From deceased to bioengineered graft: New frontiers in liver transplantation.
In the worldwide context of graft shortage, several strategies have been explored to increase the number of grafts available for liver transplantation (LT). These include the use of marginal and living donors, split livers, and the improvement of marginal donor grafts (machine perfusion). However, recent advances in the understanding of liver organogenesis, stem cells, and matrix biology provide novel insights in tissue engineering. Today, the newest technologies and discoveries open the door to the development of new methods for organ implementation such as the recellularization of natural scaffolds, liver organoids, bio-printing, and tissue or generation of chimeric organs. These approaches might potentially to generate an unlimited source of grafts (allogenic or chimeric) which will be used in the near future for LT or as a temporary bridge toward LT. This qualitative review focuses on all methods of organ implementation and highlights the newest developments in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.